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software "ImageLab". The phase analysis and residual stresses measurements were 
performed on a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer. 
Findings. The density of the samples after CIP is slightly higher than the 
density of the uniaxially pressed samples. The coercive force raised from 6,7 to 6,9 
кA/m and average microhardness increased by 9.5% after the CIP at the 0.3 GPa. 
The distribution of grain size WC showed that the increased pressure of the 
preliminary CIP leads to a shift of the maximum toward smaller dimensions. The 
thickness distribution of Co interlayers has shown that the increased pressure of the 
preliminary CIP leads to a decreasing in the thickness of the interlayer. Analysis of 
the x-ray data showed the presence of WC (PDF Card 01-078-7532) and Co (PDF 
Card 01-071-4238) phases. According to the XRD measurements after sintering 
the surface of all samples is in a stress-strain state and the observed microhardness 
growth is obviously caused by this phenomenon. Thus, an experimental study 
showed that the preliminary CIP (under the 0.2 and 0.3 GPa) of WC-Co samples 
leads to an increasingof the coercive force, a decreasing (possibly due to crushing) 
of WC grain sizes and thinning of Co interlayers between these grains, which fully 
corresponds to the well-known regularity. 
They contain the researches, which were conducted within the project № 
0118U001035, financed by the NAS Ukraine. 
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The metro system in the modern world is widely used in the urban transport 
system. Nevertheless, many negative consequences, such as electrochemical 
corrosion on the metro route caused by a wandering current, endanger the metal 
structures and personal safety of both passengers and service personnel. 
In article factors of wandering currents on the "Metro" system, their effect on 
the construction of reinforced concrete, metal structures, as well as on the rails and 
electrical equipment of the train are examined and analyzed. 
In general, there are various methods for analyzing the distribution and impact 
of a stray current in the subway structure: a network model, a ground return model, 
a concentrated parameter model, an equivalent layer model, and a resistive type 
model. 
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Based on these models, the distribution of the underground electric field, its 
effect on the occurrence of stray currents, and possible ways of reducing the impact 
and magnitude of the current on the metal structure, which is possible with the use 
of renewable energy sources, in particular solar panels, is analyzed. 
Based on the analysis, soil and humidity of the subway tunnel play an important 
role in reducing the negative impact of the wandering (parasitic) current, which in 
turn emphasizes the need for research in this direction and the creation of a 
mathematical model for a more detailed analysis of this problem. 
Keywords: subway, stray currents, problem, solar panel 
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Purpose. Study the was to investigate the structural properties of Al-Cu alloys 
depending on the heating temperature of the alloy above the liquidus, the cooling 
rate [1-3]. 
